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by Alchemi

The people were all born in 1915 and had similar jobs.
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Across
1 Zero seconds in
place where drivers
stay (6)

25 Complain about
Waterhouse's Billy
(4)
27 Mourning period
knife assassin
begins (5)
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13 Around Tashkent
University, an
unknown number
of shambolic
beatniks (10)

23 Had knowledge of
pleasingly strange
journalist following
account (10)

6

14

12 Gives inside
information on
rubbish places (4)

21 Eli's Rolex perhaps
losing time with
everyone
interrupting (7)

5

11

12

11 One fighting Ebola
starts to be
conscious (5)

19 Orson goes round
Luxembourg twice
(6)

4

10

10 Returning stuff
with you finally in
control it will
render ineffective
(9)

16 Space travellers
initially have dry
second flight (6)

3
9

4 Nice jet in trouble good to be getting
out quickly (8)

15 FBI operative
follows British
Queen Ingrid (7)
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28

29

28 Frightened to make
a mistake whenever
drawn on the
outside (9)
29 Spanish article on
leaders of crucial
experiment which
measures light
intensity (8)
30 Harry beginning to
mince liver? (6)
Down
1 Fool has Obama
worried about part
of Canada (8)
2 Encourages Europe
to accept the sort of
thing which
couldn't be a sow's
ear (4,5)
3 Old computers are
way out (4)

30

5 9 members of panel,
say, getting up on
poles to see Curt (7)
6 What an expert
barbecuer will do
with a steak, being
kind (10)

18 How woman
managed to hide
unconscious Ann
(8)
20 Frank's spectacular
tan, I said, is in part
a put-up job (7)

7 Sleep during sex not
going down well (5)

21 Boat changes
direction in sack (6)

8 Lorne has a piece of
filigree netsuke (6)

22 Make sense of
Charlie's extreme
distance (6)

9 Top musicians look
around mast (6)
14 Join together with
priest climbing over
barrier to embrace
mother (10)
17 Seeing what choir
does after genuine
castrati are all but
gone (9)

24 Most of drug I leave
for Anthony (5)
26 Pastry feeling
incredibly like
oilcloth to start
with (4)

